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ANALYSIS OF HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROGRAMS OF
I
AERODYNAMIC MODELS IN A WIND TUNNEL
Introduction
Wind tunnels are used extensively in aerodynamic research to study
the air flow over the surfaces of models. (It is preferable to test and
improve the aerodynamic characteristics of models of new aircraft designs
in a wind tunnel before committinq a test pilot to a full scale experi-
mental aircraft for reasons of both safety and economy.) The data include
the pressures, velocities, and densities of the air in the vicinity of
the model. Unfortunately most of the techniques for measuring these pro-
perties introduce Perturbations into the air flow and thus influence the
measurements. Also they are tedious or time-consuming. If the measure-
ments take much time, subtle changes in the operating conditions of the
wind tunnel may occur during the test which could degrade the reliability
of the data. The ideal method for obtaining the required data would be
instantaneous and it would not disturb the air flow.
Holographic Interferometry is a new non-invasive technique for
estimating variations in the air density distribution in a test region.
The application of this technique to aerodynamics has been under develop-
ment for almost two decades 1,2. The only probe is laser light and this
does not pertur=b the air flow. The holograms are taken quickly (15-20
nanoseconds) through the use of pulsed lasers. This is important not only
for the above reason, but also for many applications such as studying un-
steady flow phenomena where this technique is the only one capable of
recording the data. The technique of holographic interferometry records
.d by "freezing" the information in an instant of time
with a two-dimensional
--ul-
lixe taxing a picture. The testing of this method
wing (figure 1) has been reported.3
This experiment is a long-term project to test th;: ability of holo-
Graphic interferometry to provide fringe data of sufficient accuracy that
the. air density distribution around a three-dimensional aerodynamic model
in a wind tunnel can be determined accurately. The experiment using a
three dimensional model is much more difficult to analyze than that using
a two dimensional model since data in three dimensions are recorded on a
two dimensional plate. The holograms and interferograms were made prior
to this report period. The fringe distributions for several cases were
determined during this report period and the data analysis and calculations
have begun. This report will describe work from previous report periods
so that the description of the latest work can be more readily understood.
A good introduction to this technique is given in chapters 5 and 6 of the
book by Vest.2
Experimental Procedure
The "holocamera" that was constructed for the 2 foot by 2 foot
transonic wind tunnel at Ames Research Center  is diagramed in Figure 2.
It was designed to use the two schlieren mirrors that were already mounted
with one on either side of the wind tunnel test section. The light source
r
was a Nd:YAG pulsed laser using a frequency doubler so that its output was
532 nm in the green part of the spectrum. The laser was enclosed in a
metal box designed to prevent the escape of any stray light. The beam was
directed upward through a small opening into a second metal box where it
was passed through first a spatial filter and then a beamsplitter. The
beamsplitter divided the laser beam into tTao components--the "object beam"
/.
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reference beam". The object beam was reflected from the front
surface of the beamsplitter through a system of lenses and mirrors to
the first schlieren mirror from which it was then reflected as a colli-
mated or parallel beam about 1 ;1 feet in diameter through the test chamber
where the aerodynamic model was located and on to the second schlieren
mirror. The object beam was then reflected from the second schlieren
mirror to another, system of lenses and mirrors which formed it into a
collimated beam about 2^ inches in diameter which was recorded on a holo-
graphic film plate. Meanwhile, the reference beam liassed through the
beamsplitter to a series of mirrors which reflected it down a tube, through
a trench under the wind tunnel, and up a tube to a Lens system which formed
it into a collimated beam about 4 inches in diameter which was centered
over the object beam at the holographic film plate. Thus the film plate
was exposed by both beams simultaneously. Note that care was taken to
collimate the object beam as it passed through the wind tunnel and to col-
limate both beams in the region where they were brought together at the
film plate. The holograms were recorded on Agfa-Gaevert 10E75 HOLOTEST
4" x 5" glass film plates. Care was also taken to ensure that the total
optical path lengths of both beams were the same to within a few inches.
The laser could be operated at low power output at about 10 pulses per
second for beam alignment purposes. After the beams were properly aligned
the laser was triggered one pulse at a time at high power output to make
the holograms. Each pulse was about 20 nanoseconds long. The laser could
also be "double pulsed" at high power output with a time interval of about
50 nanoseconds between the pulses but this mode was seldom used.
The spatial filter in front of the beamsplitter had two functions.
First, the usual function of a spatial filter was to remove unwanted
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"optical noise" from the laser beam such as diffraction patterns caused
by specks of dust and imperfections in the various optical elements ahead
of the spatial filter. A more important function of the spatial filter in
this experiment was the reshaping of the laser beam .since the beam as it
leaves this laser has a cross-sectional shape somewhat similar to a dough-
nut. There was very little light in the vjenter of the beam, but there was
a ring of intense light around the center. As the beam progressed some
distance from the laser the light intensity was gradually redistributed so
that the central dark region was filled in. Holography works best when the
beam has a "Gaussian" cross-section, i.e., the central portion of the beam
must be the most intense with the intensity decreasing smoothly toward the
edge of the beam. The spatial filter is basically a very small pinhole in
a sheet of stainless steel. The pinhole was placed far enough along the
beam so that it enhanced the redistribution of the central portion of the
beam intensity. The optimum position of the pinhole was obtained when
circular fringes were observed symmetrically around the bright central por-
tion of the beam.
Each run at the wind tunnel was begun by mounting the aerodynamic
model in the desired orientation in the test chamber and closing the wind
tunnel. The laser was turned on and warmed up. The laser beam was lined
up through the various optical elements so that an optimum signal reached
the hologram plate by both beams. This was often a tedious procedure be-
cause of the sensitivity of the interaction-between the beam and the opti-
cal elements (especially the pinhole), the long distances that the beam
had to travel and the tendency of the beam position to drift slightly as
it left the laser. When the proper alignment was obtained several holograms
were made at the "no air flow" condition before the wind tunnel was started.
- 4 -
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". &i •.fa iGY iG erence" holograms because. there was no
disturbance in the Air around the model so that the laser beam passed
through the test chamber unchanged. The wind tunnel was then turned on so
that the air speed was usually ►
 at a mach number of % . 0.6 or M.
 0.8 for
the cylindrical model with a hemispherical nose or M., - 1.25 or M. 1.30
for the pointed model with the symmetrical bump. When the desired operat-
ing condition was reached several holograms were made. These were called
"object" holograms because they recorded the desired data, i.e., the
disturbances in the air around the model. Holograms were exposed for each
of the desired wind speeds at this orientation. The wind tunnel was then
turned off and after the air stopped moving several more reference holo-
grams were made. The wind tunnel was then opened, the orientation of the
model was changed, the tunnel was closed and the next run was made. For
three dimensional models it was necessary to make a series of holograms
around the model just like in a "CAT" scan. Due to the symmetry of these
models, only ten views made at ten degrees apart were needed. The model
was rotated rather than changing the direction of the laser beam. When
everything was functioning properly the wind tunnel could reach the desired
operating conditions in from five to fifteen minutes depending on which con-
dition was desired and since each set of holograms could be made in a
minute or two a data run could be made in a fairly short time. The exposed
film plates were taken to a dark room, removed from their holders, developed
and dried.
Many holograms were made during the course of this project using
several models. These models included primarily a 5.08 cm (2 inch) diameter
cylinder with a hemispherical cap usually run at mach numbers of 0.60 and
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0.80 for both axisymmetric and 54 degree angle of attack cases and a
5.08 cm (2 inch) diameter symmetrical sharp nosed model with a small "bump"
around its midsection run at mach numbers of 1.25 and 1.30. The cylinder
with cap model was also run in the axisymmetric mode at mach numbers of
0.70 and 0.85. Also tested at mach numbers of 1.25 and 1.30 was a sharp
}
	
	 pointed model with a small bump on one side similar to a canopy. Finally,
a test was made at mach numbers of 0.60, 0.70, 0.80 and 0.85 in the axi-
symmetric mode using a 5.08 cm (2 inch) diameter cylinder with a hemispheri-
cal cap made of clear plastic instead of the stainless steel that was used
for the other models.
The holograms must be reconstructed so that the data may be obtained
}	 from them. This was done in a laboratory after the runs were completed.
Figure 3 shows a diagram of the reconstruction apparatus as it was set up
F	 on an optical table. The light source was a one watt argon ion laser
emitting a continuous green light at^ 514.5 nanometers which is nearly the
same wavelength as that emitted by the Nd:YAG pulsed laser so the distortion
i	 caused by the difference in wavelength is negligible. This laser beam was
,.
	
	 directed by mirrors to a lens system which expanded and collimated it be-
fore it reached the hologram plates. Two holograms for each test condi-
tion were mounted in tandem in a special dual plate holder with the object
plate approximately 0.508 cm behind the corresponding reference plate.
(The abject plate holder had been mounted behind a 0.508 cm spacer during
the exposure at the wind tunnel.) Most of the reconstruction beam inten-
ity passed straight through the plates and was blocked. A small portion
f the reconstruction beam intensity was diffracted to one side and this
arried the desired reconstructed image from each hologram through a focus-
- 6 -
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sing lens, diaphragm and shutter to a camera back with a ground glass
screen where the image could be observed and photographed. One of the
plates was moved with respect to the other using micrometer screws on the
dual plate holder until the two shadows of the model reconstructed from
the two plates matched. A magnifier was used to check this match and then
to look for interference fringes in the region around the model. Usually
very fine fringes were found and the micrometer screws were adjusted to
obtain "infinite" fringes which were large, widely spaced, and symmetrical
about the sting axis, or the axis of the model for cases of zero angle of
attack. The term "infinite fringe" implies that the fringe is infinitely
wide, i.e., that the field of view is of uniform irradience, when there is
no disturbance in the beam path. "Finite fringes" are usually parallel
straight fringes that result when the object hologram is tilted slightly with
respect to the reference holograms 2 , when there is no disturbance in the beam
path. If there is a disturbance in the beam path then the fringes are dis-
torted. Photographs of infinite fringe interferograms are shown in
Figures 4, 5 and 6a. A finite fringe interferogram is shown in Figure 6b.
The interferograms were digitized, i.e., the fringes were numbered and
the fringe distribution given in terms of the y and z coordinates as shown
in Figure 7. Initially this was done by hand for several axisymmet.ric cases.
Then a semiautomatic technique for digitizing the interferograms was deve-
loped by Becker 5 which ,utilized a closed circuit television camera, a
monitor, an image enhancement processor, and a computer. Several complete
sets of interferograms of the models at 5tg degrees angle of attack were
digitized on this system.
Since the computer analysis is made around the z-axis which is parallel
to the air flow and since the origin of the coordinate system is at the
t`
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leading edge of the model, the z-axis and the origin must be ^,.^refully
determined for each interferogram when the model is set at 5^ degrees
angle of attack. The model will appear to be at anywhere from 0 degrees
to 54 degrees angle of attack in the interferogram depending on its orien-
tation about the axis of the "sting mount`" in the wind tunnel wh, le at 5^
degrees angle of attack. The sting axis was oriented along the direction
of the air flow. there were ten orientation angles at ten degree intervals
from 0 degrees to 90 degrees about the sting axis.
Becker calculated the apparent angle of attack corresponding to each
orientation angle. He made an overlay transparency consisting of an 80mm
scale and a series of dots representing H;iin apravent angles on a sheet of
clear plastic. The transparency was pla y ed over each interferogram so
that the midpoint of the 80mm scale and the dot representing the appropriate
apparent angle both were located along the axis of the model as shown in
Figure 8. The interferogram and transparency combination was then mounted
in front of the television camera which then recorded them in the computer
and the image was displayed on the monitor. A cursor was moved over the
image to locate the two endpoints of the 80mm scale and the leading edge of
the model so that the computer could determine the location of coordinates
and the directions of the y-axis and z-axis. Then the process of counting
the fringes could begin. Note that no lines other than the scale could be
drawn on either the interferogram or transparency since they would inter-
fere with the processing done by the computer which would interpret them as
fringes.
r.
Theory
A light beam may be described as a sinusoidal electromagnetic wave
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that travels through vacuum at a speed of c . 2.998 x 10 0 meters per
second. It is often more convep,4nt, however, to describe a light beam
as a ray of light especially as it passes through various optical elements
such as windows and lenses. If the light beam travels through a transparent
medium, its speed v will be less than c. The ratio of the two speeds is
defined as the index of refraction of the medium, n
n - ^ , and n is greater than 1.00 since v is less than c.
The distance, s, that the light ray actually travels in a certain
time, t (in seconds), is given by
so - ct in a vacuum, and by
s = vt in a transparent medium.
There is another distance, however, that is of primary interest in inter-
ferometry. This is the optical path length of a light ray through a
transparent medium and is defined as
o = f nds .
If we substitute for n = c/v and ds = vdt we find that
= f(c) (vdt) = fcdt cfdt = ct = so.
Thus we see that the optical path length of a light ray through a trans-
parent medium is exactly equal to the distance it would have traveled in
a vacuum in the same length of time. This is important because of another
fundamental relationship in wave motion which relates the speed, v, of the
wave, its frequency, f, and its wavelength, X:
C. = f ao in a vacuum, and
v = fX in a transparent medium.
If we multiply each speed by the same time we find
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where N is the number of vibrations since the frequency f = N/t is the
number of vibrations per second and is independent of the medium that the
wave is traveling through. Thus we see that in the same length of time
^.
	
	
the wave would have traveled the same number of wavelengths whether in
vacuum or in any transparent medium. Another rel.ationsh'p can be obtained
from the last two aets of equations;
ct = NAo and vt . NA,
t*	 and 	
a
N c	 N v
i
Then
	
or	 v a n
so	 A @ nAo.
This shows that the wavelength of the light wave of a certain frequency in i
a transparent medium is shorter.than its wavelength would be in a vacuum
since n is greater than 1.00.
In both interferometry and holography the basic concept involves the
combination of waves of the same frequency that originally were all in
the same phase but which have traveled over different paths before they are
brought together in a region where they interact with each other. Acc(-rding
to the principle of superposition, at any point in the interaction region
the net disturbance will be a vibration which at any instant will be the
algebraic summation of the individual vibrations due to the individual
waves passing that point (assuming that they all have the same polarization).
If a recording device such as a photographic film is placed in the inter
=r	 action region, it will record the net disturbance at its location. This can
it
be illustrated by the Mch -Zehnderinterferometer which is diagrammed in
Figure 9.
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A narrow beam of light from a small bright source, m laser in this example,
is expanded by lenses into a uniform wide parallel beam. It is divided by
'A
a beamsplitter (division of amplitude) into two beams of equal optical path
length which are brought back together where they interact. The resulting
interference pattern can be observed visually on a screen or recorded on
film. If the optical path lengths, 01 and 0l , of the two beams are exactly
the same number of wavelengths, they will add together resulting in an inter-
ference maximum and the screen will appear bright. If one beam path is ex-
actly one half wavelength longer than the other, the two waves will be out
of phase so that they will cancel each other and tht; screen will appear dark.
r
Usually, however, the beam paths are not ideally uniform, so a series of
light and dark bands ( called interference fringes) will be observed. The
light fringes correspond to those regions where the optical path length dif-
ference At = 02 - 01 between the two beams is a whole number of wavelengths
(
resulting in an interference maximum while the dark fringes correspond to
w
those regions where At is a whole number plus one half wavelengths resulting
in a cancellation of the light. These fringes may be parallel straight
rh
C
f'
lines or arcs of circles, hilt often they are very irregeslar, especially if
the index of refraction in the test section is not uniform. The change from
a bright fringe to an adjacent dark fringe corresponds to a change in the
difference in optical path lengths of one half wavelength of light. This is
a very small distance since A  is about 5 x 10 -7 meterfor green light. These
concepts of interferometey are discussed in detail in most standard optics
textbooks such as Jenkins] and White 6 , Hecht and Zajac, or Meyer-Arendt8.
Holography is basically a sophisticated application of the Mach-Ze}mder
interferometer (compare the diagram of the holocamera of Figure 2 with the
diagram of the Mich -Z ehnd^r interferometer of Figure 9). Close examination
of a properly exposed and developed holographic film plate reveals that
the gray color is actually very many fine light and dark interference
fringes. When this hologram is placed in the reconstruction beam of
Figure 3 so that the beam strikes the hologram at the same angle as the
reference beam of the holocamera of Figure 2 the hologram will diffract a
fraction of the beam to one side in somewhat the same way as a diffraction
grating (See references 6, 7, or 8 for the theory of diffraction gratings.)
at the same angle that the original object beam had been traveling. This
diffracted (or reconstructed) beam carries essentially the same information
as was in the object beam of the holocamera, such as the shadow of the
aerodynamic model and the variations of the phase of the object beam waves
	 u
due to the variations of the optical path length 0 through the test region
around the model. This means that traditional wind tunnel techniques such
as shadowgraphs and schlieren photographs can be made using the reconstructed
beam from the hologram at any time in the laboratory.
Holographic Interferometry is a technique for finding differences be-
tween two holograms. In this experiment a pair of holograms for one orien-
tation of the model were mounted in tandem in the dual plate holder with the
reference (no flow) plate slightly in front of the corresponding object (air
flow) plate as was discussed earlier. If the two plates are properly aligned
so that the shadows of the model match exactly, the differences between the
two holograms will reveal themselves as a pattern of light and dark fringes.
These fringes indicate that the phases of the light waves that passed through
the wind tunnel were changed by the air flow around the model.
The air flow around the model causes a variation in the air pressure and
the air density around the model. The density of the air, p, is related to
the index of refraction, n, of the air by the Gladstone-Dale equation:
i
s
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in which the Gladstone-Dale constant, K, is a property of the air that is
almost independent of the temperature and pressure of the air and the wave-
length of the light. This equation permits the determination of the density
of the air if its index of refraction can be found. The index of refraction
is related to the optical path length (defined earlier), m, of the light beam
as it passes through the test section of the wind tunnel of width W by the
equation
+2
(Y ' Z) = f n(x,y,z)dx	 (2)
W2
where the coordinates are shown in Figure 7. Note that the origin of
coordinates is at the leading tip of the model, the x-axis is the direction
that the laser beam traveled through the test section of the wind tunnel,
the y-axis is upward and the z-axis points a,n the direction of the air flow.
The index of refraction for no flow (the reference plate) is a constant,
no , while the index of refraction with the air flow (the object plate) varies
with the coordinates, n(x,y,z). When the two plates are reconstructed to-
gether in tandem to form an interferogram, the interference fringes are
formed because of differences in the optical path length between the flow
and no flow conditions:
+ W
	
AO(Y,z) = 4, (Yr z ) - -to 	 z)	
2
	
	
= IW [n(x,Y,z) - no )dx.	 (3)
_2
For a bright fringe the optical path length difference is a whole number,
--	 " ".e for a dark fringe it is a whole number plus one-
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half wavelengths:
Bright fringe: AO(y,z) = NX	 (4)
Dark fringe:	 AO(y,z) - (N + h)a.	 (5)
Combining equations and manipulating:
+ W
AO(Y,z) = NX _	 W2 [n (x, y , z )-no ) dx	 (6)
2
W
N
^
= + 2 (n(x,y,z)-n. ] dx	 (7)W	 a
-2
+W
N( y r z) = j W2 f (x , y , z ) dx 	 (8)
2
where N(y,z) is the distribution of the bright fringes obtained from the
photographs of the interferograms and f(x,y,z) = [n(x,y,z) - no]/A.
The unknown quantity that is desired, n(x,y,z), is part of the func-
tion f(x,y,z) that is inside the integral, while the known fringe distribu-
tion, N(y,z), is outside the integral. Therefore equation (8) must be in-
vented. In the two-dimensional case, the properties in one direction (set
up to be-in the direction of the light beam) are constant and the integral
is easily solved analytically. This is an important case since many aero-
dynamic flows, such as the flow about a wing, can be treated as two-
dimensional. In the three-dimensional case, however, the inversion of the
equation is much more difficult because the properties vary in all three
directions. After investigating several inversion techniques, we chose
to adapt the Fourier Transform method of Van Houten 9 to our experiment.
r;r
	
	
His computer program has been extensively modified to meet our require-
ments. This method requires a number of views at equally spaced angles
A'
around the field of interest. Van Houten ' s analysis using the inversion
coordinates shown in figure 10 gives the following equation for f( o, yo)
at a single point in one z-plane:
+	 ca
f (xo,yo)	 2n j ^2 	 [N(Po P ,6) + N(p o-p,8) - 2N(Po10)] dp 0.0
2
The appropriate values of N in this equation are taken from the fringe dis-
tribution obtained from the interferograms. The HOLOFT (Holographic Inver-
sion by 2-D Fourier Transform) program will produce values of f(x,y) over
the field of interest in each z-plane cross-section that is chosen, and it
reduces these to the corresponding distributions of air density.
Results
The quality of the holograms varied greatly. Most of the holograms
appeared to have a good exposure density with only a few being overe°posed,
but quite a few were underexposed or unevenly exposed. This underexposure
was caused by a shift in the laser beam in the short time from when it was
properly aligned to when the hologram was made. Apparently there was a
slight instability in the .Laser itself which caused the beam to occasionally
shift enough that it no longer passed through the pinhole in the optimum
manner. Then usually the beam intensity was greatly reduced, but sometimes
a portion of a diffraction ring was transmitted resulting in a non-uniform
hologram.
Each of the holograms was tested individually by reconstructing it to
determine its quality. A great variation of quality was found. Some re-
constructions were very bright and many were good to fair in brightness, but
there were also quite a few that were so faint that they were very difficult
to see and for some no reconstructions were visible even though the exposure
- 15 -
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looked fairly good. It is probable that vibrations at the wind tunnel do-
graded the fine interference fringes formed by the object and reference
beams when the hologram was made.
The making of the interferograms during the reconstruction process is
N :.
	 still largely an art. The pairs of holograms picked to form the interfero-
grams were usually chosen on the basis of similar brightness, i.e., bright
ones were paired together or faint ones were paired together so that the
interference fringes would have good visibility. Pairing a bright one with
a faint one would result in poor visibility in which the interference fringes
would be very faint and difficult to see. In most cases it was possible to
find pairs of holograms with reasonably similar brightness resulting}
	
	 9	 Y	 g	 g in
fringes of good visibility, but there were a few cases in which only faint
fringes could be obtained. The proper alignment of the shadows of the model
9
during the formation of an interferogram often proved to be difficult be-
cause one of the shadows would be considerably fainter than the other and
thus difficult to see. Th is was especially true for the pointed models since
the point was already difficult to see in most cases. Consequently it was
found that many of the interferograms fortthe pointed models were not pro-
perly aligned. It may be necessary to repeat the reconstructions of the
pairs which were the farthest from proper alignment in order to get a more
reliable fringe distribution for these cases. Almost all of the interfero-
grams for the cylinder with hemispherical cap were properly aligned with no
mismatch of the shadows of the model.
The fringe structure in the interferogram is highly dependent on the
settings of the microweter screws of the dual plate holder. Just one turn
of one of the screws can change the fringe structure from the broad infinite
fringes to narrow finite fringes because the plates then become slightly
misaligned. Even a slight adjustment can make a significant shift in the
location of the fringes without changing the basic shape of the fringes.
The fringe at the tip of the model can be changed from bright to dark to
bright while the other fringes move a considerable distance across the
field of view, yet the fringe shape remains almost the same. This sensi-
tivity of fringe location to a small change of adjustments does not appear
to have much influence on the results since the distribution of the fringes
remains about the same.
The analysis of the fringe structure in the case of the model of the
two dimensional wing is quite straightforward since each fringe in the
infinite fringe mode represents a contour of constant air density. In
this two dimensional case equation (8) can be integrated easily since f is
not a function of x. Thus a simple relationship for the density as a func-
tion of the fringes can be derived.3
In the three dimensional case, however, each fringe does not repre-
sent a change of air density only, but rather a change in the integral shown
in equation (8), i.e., a change in the product of the variations of the
index of refraction (and therefore air density) with the corresponding incre-
ment of light path and summed over the total light path. Equally spaced
views around the field of interest are required by the HOLOFT program so
that it can determine the density distribution. In the axisymmetrical or
zero angle of attack case, however, only one view is required since all
views should be the same and the program duplicates the one view for all
the views it requires. This axisymmetrical case is the one that we have
been testing.
The photograph of the cylinder with hemispherical cap at a Mach num-
ber of 0.8 and zero angle of attack (Figure 5) was digitized and the fringe
distribution was entered into the program. The initial data reduction was
r
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done only in the z s 0 plane (i.e., the cross section located at the tip of
the model), because the stagnation air density at the tip is known. The
program first calculates the distribution of the air density around the
y	
model and compares the calculated value at the tip of the modelwith the
k
known value at the tip. It predicts the necessary shift in the fringe func-
tion required to enable it to calculate the known value at the tip. Next
it recalculates the density distribution using the shifted fringe function.
This process is repeated until the calculated and known densities at the tip
converge. Convergence to within 1% is usually reached in only two or three
iterations.
t
A theoretical calculation by Pulliam 10 has provided an air density
distribution around this model for comparison with the output of the HOLOFT
program to evaluate the accuracy of the holographic technique in the region
near the model instead of just at the tip. It was found that "noise" in the
fringe distribution had a significant effect on the results. Since the
HOLOFT program uses the fringe data from only one side of the photograph
in the axisymmetrical case, the data from both sides were averaged and
smoothed graphically before being used in the program. It was found that
small changes in the fringe distribution, especially at large radius, re-
sulted in noticeable shifts in the calculated density distribution. This
is because the integration paths are large at the large values of the radius.
The process of finding the correct fringe number required many adjustments
to the fringe distribution throughout the field of view in the z = 0 plane.
The air density at the tip was calculated by the HOLOFT program as dis-
cussed above. The HOLOFT program also calculated the density distribution
"	 across the z = 0 plane and made a graph of this which was then compared
i
z.	
with a graph of the corresponding calculation by Pulliam. Adjustments to
W.
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the fringe distribution were made and HOLOFT repeated the process. Then
another comparison with Pulliam's calculation was made and another adjust-
ment made to the fringe distribution. This process was repeated many times
until there was a good match between the two plots.
The result of this experiment is shown 11 in the graph in Figure 11.
The discrepancy at the origin is due to an artifact in the Pulliam code,
not HOLOFT. This is a good match between Pulliam and HOLOFT, but it was
necessary to raise the fringe number distribution N(x,y,o) by approximately
1 in this case. Because of "noise" in the fringe distribution the "zero"
fringe at large distances away from the model cannot be numbered to within
one fringe. Thus this method requires a reference density point such as
the known stagnation density at the nose of the cylinder with hemispherical
cap to define the "zero" fringe. Testing has begun at cross sections for
other values of z for the axisymmetrical case.
These preliminary results reveal several difficulties that need to
be addressed. As discussed above, the making of the interferograms during
the reconstruction process is still largely an art. For instance, the deci-
sion on when to stop adjusting the micrometer screws on the dual plate
holder is arbitrary, especially when "noise" in the fringe distribution is
present. Figure 12 shows an interferogram containing a considerable amount
of "noise" and "strangeness" in the fringe distribution. The fringes are
not smooth curves, but contain many wiggles which indicate the presence of
"noise". This is an axisymmetrical case, yet the fringes are not symmetri-
cal about the axis of the model as they should be. In addition there are
strange extra fringes that should not be there. Note the two closed loop
fringes far in front of the model, another about one model diameter above
the nose of the model and a fourth one about two model diameters below the
- 19 -
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the model. Also note the vertical fringes near the rear of the model and
the horizontal fringes below the model. It was not possible to eliminate
these straiige fringes during the reconstruction process without introduc-
ing other fringes that were even worse. The wiggles can be smoothed out
by hand during the analysis, but what about the strange fringes? Should
the loops be ignored? Are the loops the result of regions of higher or
lower air density? It is not possible to determine which they are with an
infinite fringe interferogram. The finite fringe interferogram can answer
this question, however, by the direction that the fringes bend from straight
lines. The infinite fringes are easiest to count and the finite fringes
provide information concerning the noise and turbulence, so both types of
interferograms for each set of hologram plates are desirable. These closed
loops even appeared in reconstructions of single plates that were "double
pulsed", i.e., one plate exposed twice with the exposures only about 50
nanoseconds apart. This indicates that there must be a great deal of tur-
bulence in the air flow before it reaches the model, especially for the Mach
number 0.8.
The strange vertical and horizontal fringes near the edge mentioned
above appeared in many of the interferograms. We have not yet located the
cause of these, although it is possible that there was a slight change in
the position of at least one of the optical elements between the times that
the reference plates and the object plates were exposed at the wind tunnel
since there is a lot of vibration when the wind tunnel is operating. Or
perhaps some of the plate holders warped the plates slightly during the time
they were exposed. It should be noted that the plate holders have a spring
which pushes against the back side of the plate near its center to hold it
firmly in place but the dual plate holder clamps the plates on only two of
the edges so that a warping can take place during either the exposure or
- 20 -
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or the reconstruction or both. This could introduce these unwanted spurious
fringes when reconstructing two plates together since each would warp a
little differently. The presence of these fringes makes it very difficult
' r
	
to determine when the interferogram has true infinite fringes without one
or two finite fringes or even a fraction of a finite fringe superimposed on
the fringe structure. Utra finite fringes superimposed on the infinite
fringe structure could introduce an error in the calculated density.
A number of darkened regions are scattered randomly over the inter-
-
ferograms. They are located at the same places in all of the interferograms.
They appear in the reconstruction of individual holograms so they are not
I
caused by interference effects between the two plates. Several holograms
were made during a test of the optical system when the windows were removed
from the wind tunnel test section: There were no dark regions in the recon-
structions of these. The windows were installed and holograms were made
before the wind tunnel was put into operation. This time the dark regions
appeared in the reconstructions. Therefore these dark regions must be
caused by multiple reflections between the eight surfaces of the four win-
dows. There may be slight variations in the thickness of the glass or its
index of refraction. This effect does not change the fringe data but it
does make it difficult to see in those regions. It can be reduced to some
extent by proper "dodging" during the exposure of the interferogram.
Another question to consider is which fringe should be number zero?
Ideally there would be no fringes far in front of the model, but the presence
of noise, turbulence and the strange edge fringes makes it very difficult to
determine where to start counting. For example, according to the results
shown in Figure 11, the fringe we chose to label number "zero" should have
been labelled number "one". Associated with this question is the related
question of when to stop the adjustments of the micrometer screws during the
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reconstructions. We always kept a bright region on the nose of the model,
Lut perhaps it should have been a dark region instead or somewhere in between.
The fringe numbering would then be off by a fraction of a fringe.
In the supersonic case shown-in Figure 6 the air density in front of the
shock wave should be constant so there should be no fringes in this region
a.
	
	 in the infinite fringe interferogram, and the fringes should be straight
lines there in the finite fringe interferogram. Examination of these intcr-
ferograms reveals, however, that there are fringes in front of the shock
wave so the air density apparently is not uniform like it should be Also
a slight shock wave can be seen at the edge of the picture in front of the
model.. These effects indicate that there must be something in the wind tunnel,
upstream from the test section that is disturbing the air flow. In addition
it was discovered that stray air- currents passed throu gh thf; ol)ject beam
path in the region between the schlieren mirrors and the wind tunnel by the
fans in the heating system of the building. Although these currents are
slow, the beam path is long so turbulence and noise effects can be expected
in the interferograms.
In addition, it had been anticipated that the shock wave touching the
tip of the model in the sR;pl rsonic case woulc cause so much disturbance that
the fringes would be discontinuous where they cross the shock. This would
make it very difficult or even impossible to number the fringes. Close
examination of these interferograms reveals, however, that each fringe is
continuous across the shock although it may be bent sharply. Thus the fringes
can be numbered when appropriate care is exercised in the vicinity of the
s
shock on the photograph. The effect of the shock is smaller than expected
since the beam path through the region of the shock is actually quite short.
The integral of equation (8) shows that the fringe number would thus remain
4	
fairly small so that the fringes should be continuous. This assumes that
A.	 .
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the sudden change in the index of refraction at the shock does not cause
any deviation of the light rays, but this is not true since shadowgraphs
show a dark line at the shock indicating that the shock deviates the light
rays at least a small amount. We assumed this deviation is so small that
it would have no effect on the interferograin and so we ignored it.
Finally, a difficulty in the HOLOFT program became apparent early
during the calculations. It proved to be very difficult to obtain the cor-
rect value of the air density at the tip of the model of the cylinder with
hemispherical nose by adjusting the fringe distribution since a slight ad
juutment would cause a large change in the calculated density. The cause
of the problem was that the :important data points were concentrated in only
a few of the available 101 locations in the computer and all the rest of
the locations contained zero values. This happened because the significant
fringe distribution is concentrated close to the model ".. very little rele-
vant fringe information is located near the edges of the window. The prob-
lem was alleviated by inserting into the computer program values of the
window radius, interferogram radius, laser beam radius and inversion circle
radius that were much smaller than had been used previously. The original
values were the actual physical dimensions while the new values were chosen
to be just large enough to include. the relevant data. This a(J,'justment ef-
fectively spread the useful data over most of the 101 data locations thus
giving the computer program more information with which to work so that the
calculations gave much better values of the air density at the nose. The
root cause of this problem, however, appears to be within the HOLOFT program
itself. Apparently the^,valuation of the inside integral over the radius is
not as smooth as desired and the results are somewhat irregular so that the
f,
subsequent integration over the angles can be erratic. A recent test of the
program in which the known air density was used to calculate the expected
.f
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fringe distribution which then was used to recalculate the air density
resulted in a 15 percent error. Since this was a strictly theoretical
exercise the error should have been very small so there must be a problem
	
s
in the program. Yet in spite of this this good result shown in Figure 11
was obtained.
conclusions and Recommendations
Holographic interferometry provides a non-invasive technique for
estimating variations in the air density distributior^ around aerodynamic
models in wind tunnels. The testing of this technique has been underway
for some time and has been reported previously for a two-dimensional aero-
dynamic model.
This report summarizes results obtained from tests using three -dimen-
sional aerodynamic models. Holograms have been made of aerodynamic models
in a wind tunnel. interferograms have been made from the holograms. The
interference fringes in these holographic interferograms have been digitized
and this information has been entered into the HOLOFT program. The HOLOFT
program successfully calculated the known stagnation air density at the nose
of a model and the known air density distribution across the cross -section
passing through the stagnation point for the axisymmetrical case of this
model at a mach number of 0.8. Thus the technique of holographic interfero-
metry does work.
A number of difficulties arose during the course of this project ranging
from shifting of the laser beam during the runs at the wind tunnel, to air
turbulence, to difficulties in obtaining well shaped fringes while making
the interferograms, to less accuracy than is desired in the HOLOFT program.
A number of recommendations which should imlro ve the results follow:
Iover the radius is smoother. A first step would be to change the
value of "np" from 101 to 151, or to 201 or even to 301. Although
this change would increase the computation time, it would also pro-
f vide more data points to the program and thus should smooth the re-
sults of the inside integral.
2. Estimate the amount r, deviation suffered by the light rays as they
 pass through the shock wave around the pointed model. Determine if
this effect is large enough to influence the fringe structure in the
interferogram.
3. Make two new complete sets of interferograms, one with infinite
fringes and the other with finite fringes, for one of the test cases
using the hologram plates already available. Make use of the exper-
ience already gained to help in judging when the fringes have the
best shape with the least amount of "strangeness". Information from
the finite fringes will help with the evaluations of the infinite
fringes.
4. Make another wind tunnel run using a larger diameter model of the
cylinder with hemispherical cap. if the model were 4 inches in diameter,
there should be at least twice as many fringes as with the present 2
inch model, yet the fringe pattern should still be small enough that
it should not be influenced by the walls of the wind tunnel test sec-
tion. The larger number of fringes should reduce the percent error
caused by turbulance and strange fringes since these should not increase
proportionately.
S.
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when making more wind tunnel runs, take great care to more effectively
Y
stop stray air currents in the optical path outside of the wind tunnel
section. This includes the optical path through the plenum cham-
which may be several feet long and may contain strong air currents.
- 25 -
)oth the air flow through the test chamber or perhaps
I
use a different wind tunnel.
6. Modify the glass plate holders by removing the spring that pushes
against the back side of the center of the plate. It may be necessary
to use other means to hold the glass plate firmly by its edges. In a
separate test here at the University of the Pacific it was shown that
the weight of only a 10 gram mass is sufficient to cause many fringes
in a reflection interferogram using a 20 cm length of a white meter
stick. Therefore the spring could cause considerable distortion of the
glass plate and should be removed.
7. It should be possible to reduce the problem of the shifting laser
beam which results in a misalignment with the pinhole when making the
holograms. J. D. Trolinger 12
 discusses the spatial filtering of high
power pulsed lasers and indicates that usually compromises are neces-
sary since the ideal pinhole would be destroyed in only a few pulses.
Therefore he suggests using a larger pinhole which would still give
a good degree of spatial faltering of the beam. Since the larger pin-
hole would result in a smaller Airy disk, the beam would not diverge
enough to `ill the entire window in the wind tunnel test section so
another lens would be needed to expand the beam to the desired diameter.
The first two recommendations do not require any further experimental
work, but can use the data already available. The third recommendation
requires new reconstructions done in the laboratory from the existing holo-
grams. The other recommendations involve making new holograms during wind
tunnel runs.
41
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